Physical Education Equipment
Stall Bar with Extended Top
Rail–502026

The finest chinning bar available!

Mount single Stall Bar sections separately or in a
continuous row.

Wall mounting brackets and bar are
constructed of galvanized steel.

Each section is 2’10” wide and 8’ high with eleven
rungs of 11/2” diameter solid oak. Rungs are finished
with a clear lacquer and secured to the uprights to
prevent turning.

Bar finished with black powder coat
and adjusts easily in bracket at 6”
increments.

Each section weighs 75 lbs.
Assembly hardware and mounting instructions
included. To meet the requirements for specific
wall construction, installer provides hardware for
mounting wood pads to wall.

Deluxe Arm Strengthening
Ladder–502028
This Deluxe Arm Strengthening Bar is made of 1 5/8” heavy
gauge steel tube rails and 1 5/16” OD rungs.

Deluxe Adjustable Wall Chinning Bar–502015

Ready to mount. 32” in length.

Stationary Chinning Bars
These one, two or three section chinning bars feature the same quality
welded construction as our Deluxe Adjustable Wall Chinning Bar, but are
designed to mount directly to a wall.
40” Single Unit Chinning Bar–502016
82” Dual Unit Chinning Bar–502017
124” Three Unit Chinning Bar–502018

Ladder has seven rungs spaced at approximately 8”
increments for endurance training. Overall measurements
are 60” tall and 22” wide.
Attractive blue powder coated finish for durability.

Wall Mounted Horizontal Ladder–502025
Side rails are 12’ long and 11/2” x 4” x .083” wall rectangle tubing with capped ends. Side rails are
electrostatically painted.
Twelve rungs are secured to the side rails to prevent turning.
Support frame is welded tubular frame with diagonal braces and chains for maximum rigidity.
Ladder is about 2’ wide and extends about 46” from the wall.
Assembly and hardware instructions included.

Ball Storage Cart–502030
Store basketballs, volleyball or other types of equipment in this handy and sturdy storage
cart. Rugged steel construction of all welded 3/16” wire mesh with 3” openings and an
attractive and durable blue powder coat finish.
Cart has a hinged cover that can be locked for secure storage and features two heavy-duty
swivel casters and two large 12” diameter wheels to make the cart good for many different
types of surfaces.
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